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A challenge in numerical simulation of crashworthiness study is to be able to predict the crush damage
modes, their evolution during crushing and the energy absorption in any composite structure from ele-
mentary material characterisation data. Therefore, it is important to know the behavior of one ply sub-
jected to crushing load, and especially to determine the mean crushing stress that could be used for
simulation. For that purpose, quasi-static crushing tests are performed for different configurations of
two CFRP materials, UD and fabrics to determine the mean crushing stress of plies alone and inside a lam-
inate. This study shows there is a linear relationship between crushing load and the contact surface of the
plies being crushed on a metallic base which enables actually to define a mean crushing stress for a ply.
The method to calculate this value is presented in this paper, based on image analysis of specific crushing
tests. Experimental results show that for the UD material, the mean crushing stresses in 0� and 90� plies
are very close. The value for a balanced fabric is also similar, approximately 270 MPa.
1. Introduction

Composite materials are progressively replacing metals in the
vehicle structures design because of their technical advantages
especially their high strength to weight ratio. Nevertheless, the
specificity and complexity of composite fractures modes make dif-
ficult the prediction of their behavior subjected to crush loads due
to a great number of parameters such as geometry, laminate se-
quences, mechanical properties, contact and friction [1–3]. The
development of composite crashworthiness test programs to vali-
date design variants through experimental works increase drasti-
cally the design costs. The increase in performance of computers
and numerical modeling software gives opportunity to the indus-
try to consider the use of such tools to address the design issue
and the crashworthiness problem by developing numerical model-
ing in order to minimize experimental tests costs.

Simulating the crushing process of a composite structure must
be capable to describe the initiation and progression of a crushing
mode right up to the point of final failure. In contrast to ductile
metals, which mainly absorb energy by plasticity during crash,
composite structures absorb energy through combination of
Avenue Edouard Belin, BP
338158; fax: +33 561338352.
rar), samuel.rivallant@isae.fr
fracture mechanisms, which involve fiber fracture, intra- and in-
ter-laminar matrix cracking, fiber–matrix debonding and delami-
nation [1], all of which at a micro or mesoscopic (sub-ply) scale.
This means that in order to be able to represent these mechanisms
in a crushing numerical simulation, it requires a detailed finite
element model at the scale of these observed phenomena.

From an experimental and numerical point of view, the crush-
ing is often used to understand, analyze or calculate a structure
subjected to crushing. Even if the crushing stress is defined as
the mean crushing load divided by the cross sectional area, which
is not a material characteristic, but a structure dependent value.

For example, Mamalis et al. [2] has reported that mechanism
controlling the crushing process is dependent on the rate of ap-
plied stress, therefore it could be said that the crush stress is an
important criteria. Barnes et al. [3] reported that the crushing
stress in composite structures is dependent on material and geo-
metric parameters, i.e. fiber and resin type, fiber orientations,
and volume fractions of the constituent materials, but they also
added that when designing an energy absorbing structure using
composites the mean crushing stress is a critical design parameter
that must be known. Besides that, the mean crushing stress was
found considerably lower than the compressive strength.

For the last two decades many studies have investigated on the
effect of the type of composite material [4,5], laminate design [1,6],
specimen geometry [7–9], processing condition [10], fracture
toughness [11,12] or crushing mechanisms [13,14] on the energy
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absorption capabilities of structural components. But just a few
discussions [10,15,16] concerning the mean crushing stress or spe-
cific sustained crushing stress (SSCS) have been done in the past.

Melo et al. [10] have investigated the effect of the application of
vacuum on composite structures during fabrication on the energy
absorption capability. According to their results, it did not produce
any significant effect on mean crushing stress or either compres-
sive strength. In fact, the SEA is proved to be dependent on the
cross section geometry. Furthermore, Savona and Hogg [15] stud-
ied the relation between SSCS of glass fiber reinforced plastic
(GFRP) composite plates in function of their Mode-I and Mode-II
fracture toughness properties. They found that the magnitude of
the mean force depends on the propagation of the inter- and in-
tra-laminar cracks. In addition, materials which have low Mode-I
and Mode-II inter-laminar fracture toughness caused low SSCS
and as a result, the energy absorbed during crushing is also low.
They also added that the energy absorption of composite plates
is mainly controlled by the shear cracking phenomena that
strongly depend on the properties of Mode-II fracture toughness.
Farley and Jones [16] used SSCS as an indicator to see the effect
of ply angle [±h] on the energy absorption capability of composite
tube. Based on their results, the SSCS for ply oriented nearly 0� and
90� is close to each other for material Kevlar-934. However, these
studies focused on drawing the relationship between specific en-
ergy absorption (SEA) and material properties which involve global
mean crushing stress.

Greve et al. [17] on the other hand has introduced new simulation
technique of phenomenological modeling based on Energy Absorb-
ing Contact (EAC) formulation that depends on the global fragmen-
tation stresses obtained from a series of dynamic axial and oblique
impact tests. However, this fragmentation stress depends on the
laminate lay-up, geometry (thickness) and impact angle. Thus, it
needs to be determined each time the specimen and test configura-
tions change which increases cost and time consuming.

A limitation of most of these studies is that the crushing stress
(or SEA) being a global structure and material dependent parame-
ter, it can be used as a performance indicator, but not to predict the
complex behavior of a composite structure subjected to crushing. It
would then be interesting to investigate if it is possible to define a
mean crushing stress for an elementary ply, which would then be
an intrinsic parameter of the material. To the author’s knowledge,
there is no study concerning the mean crushing stress of a ply in
the literature.

The results of experimental quasi-static crushing tests done by
Duong et al. [18] has shown that during a test, the number of plies
being crushed in a local fragmentation mode can vary, and it seems
Fig. 1. Specimen description: (a) geometry, (b) T-0
that this number is linear with the applied load. Hence, it seems to
show the possibility to determine a local mean crushing stress for
the plies used in these tests.

Currently, there are no standards or appropriate test methods to
determine the local mean crushing stress of a ply. Therefore, in this
paper an experimental methodology is introduced to determine the
local mean crushing stress of carbon–epoxy plies. Crushing tests are
performed on pure 0�, pure 90�, and mixed 0� and 90� UD laminates,
and also on fabrics. Pictures of the crushing front are recorded and
analyzed to determine the size of the surface in contact during
crushing. From this surface, and from the load, a stress can be
calculated for 0� and 90� plies. We verified that this stress is not
dependent of the test configuration, which allows defining it as
the mean crushing stress of a ply. The values obtained are compared
together, and to the usual compressive strength of a ply.

2. Experimental setup

2.1. Materials

Two different materials were used in this study. The first mate-
rial is Hexcel carbon epoxy unidirectional (UD) prepreg T700/M21.
The matrix Hexflow M21 consists of a mix of a duroplastic epoxy
resin and thermoplastic constituents. Besides that, the matrix
weight proportion is 35.5%. The thickness of each ply is 0.26 mm.
The second material is Cytec balanced fabric 5H (6KHTA) 977-2
carbon epoxy. The mechanical properties of fabric 5H (6KHTA)
977-2 are obtained from the constructor. The ply thickness for this
material is 0.35 mm.

2.2. Specimen

Specimens are cut out of laminated plates. There are two plates
made from material T700/M21. The first one is a UD laminate made
of 8 plies that are used to determine the mean crushing stress of
plies alone in pure longitudinal direction [(0�)8] (specimen T-0)
and pure transverse direction [(90�)8] (specimen T-90). The second
plate (T-0/90) is used to study the mean crushing stress of plies in-
side a laminate specimen with laminate design consist of 16 plies
with stacking sequence of [(0�/90�)4]sym. Meanwhile for the Cytec
balanced fabrics 5H (6KHTA) 977-2 only one plate (C-0) is used in
this study with stacking sequence [(0�)12].

The plates from both materials were cut to produce small spec-
imens with short length and small width varying from 8 mm to
10.5 mm. This small length (from 55 to 65 m) is considered enough
in order to have both the initiation step and a steady crushing front
/90 chamfering detail, and (c) chamfer angles.



Table 1
Specimen geometry configurations.

Specimena Thickness (mm) Width (mm)

T-0-20�-n1 2.11 10.23
T-0-45�-n1 2.11 10.22
T-90-20�-n1 2.11 10.16
T-90-45�-n1 2.11 10.13
T-90-45�-n2 2.11 10.13
T-0/90-20�-n1 4.26 8.32
T-0/90-45�-n1 4.26 8.34
T-0/90-45�-n2 4.26 8.30
C-0-5�-n1 4.71 8.09
C-0-20�-n1 4.71 8.04
C-0-45�-n1 4.71 8.14

a Note: The designation of specimens was based on the code [M-S-C�-n] where;
M: material, S: stacking sequence, C�: chamfering angle, n: number of the specimen.
which gives different configurations of specimen fragmentation in
the same test. Besides that, one extremity of the specimens was cut
to form a chamfering-type trigger mechanism. Three different
chamfering angles were used in this study as shown in Fig. 1 in or-
der to have different crush morphologies at crush front and after-
wards be able to determine the overall average of mean crushing
stress of all cases.

In general, 11 specimens were used in this study. There is only
few in number of specimens, but one must see that each test pro-
vides a wide range of force/surface contact configurations (as much
as the number of images taken during tests). Before the compres-
sive tests, all specimens were measured for the calculation of the
cross-sectional area. The summary of all specimen geometry con-
figurations is listed in Table 1.

2.3. Test setup

Quasi-static crushing tests were carried out for all specimens at
a constant loading speed, and therefore, are easy to control and
may able to observe precisely the crushing mechanisms as re-
ported by many authors that also used quasi-static tests in their
study concerning crashworthiness capability of composite struc-
tures [19,20]. In this study the quasi-static crushing tests were per-
formed using Hydraulic Instron testing machine in compression
testing mode. The specimens were clamped in the moving grip
and the metallic base on which specimen are crushed is fixed. All
tests were conducted under a displacement-controlled mode at a
constant loading rate of 6 mm/min. Fig. 2 shows the test set-up
and the location of specimen.

The force–displacement data have been recorded, acquired at
rate 100 Hz. To avoid global buckling and too much bending, the
non-clamping length is limited to 30 mm for the laminate
Fig. 2. Test
specimens and 10 mm for the thinner UD specimens. For the lam-
inate specimens, tests were interrupted after 10 mm crushing dis-
placement while 6 mm displacement for the UD specimens, which
was considered enough to allow the determination of the mean
crushing stress.

Two cameras were used to capture the images of crushing pro-
cess every 0.1 mm of displacement during the experiment. These
two cameras were placed at both sides (front and back respec-
tively) to have complementary information for contact area calcu-
lation. Besides that, only a small area is captured by the camera
approximately 10 mm � 10 mm because only this area is impor-
tant to observe for measurement of the contact length between
plies that have local crushing and the metallic base. Image resolu-
tions approximately 100 pixel/mm. Acquisition is performed at
1 Hz.

3. Calculation method

3.1. Contact length measurement

The aim is to calculate the local mean crushing stress, thus, it is
necessary to define the right contact area of local crushing. The
contact area is computed by multiplying the contact length with
the width of specimen. The definition of contact length in this
study is the direct contact between the plies and the metallic base
that enable to sustain the forces.

Since the specimens have been chamfered at one end of the
plate, most of the specimens are experiencing mixed mode crush-
ing morphology except the T-90 specimens. From the observation
of Fig. 3, the number of plies having direct contact with metallic
base seems to be proportional to the force measured during the
test. Thus, it would demonstrate the linear relationship between
the direct contact area and the measured force.

From the beginning to image 1, the tip of the specimen crushes
with local fragmentation (mostly) and the force grows as the con-
tact area increases. Then, the delamination appears with splaying
plies due to high transverse shear stress in plies interfaces, leading
to a severe drop in the force (images 2 to 3). Between images 3 and
4, a mixed mode phenomenology appears with fragmentation in
the middle plies, increasing the force. As well as the number of
plies in fragmentation decreases from images 4 to 6, the force cor-
respondingly declines.

Therefore, for the contact area measurement only contact
length of plies in fragmentation is counted as they enable to sus-
tain forces as shown in Fig. 4. In addition, there are some plies hav-
ing ‘‘small bending’’ (short length ply bending), with still
fragmentation at tip that also enable to sustain the force. Thus,
the contact areas of these plies are included in the calculation
(Fig. 4a).
set-up.



Fig. 3. Example of force–displacement curve of T-0/90-20� test and selected pictures of the crushing front.
However, during crushing the plies in fragmentation also
sustain severe damage that generates debris accumulation which
reduces the contact area of plies in fragmentation. Thus, it must
be careful not to include together the length of debris because it
makes the correlation between contact surface and force become
unrealistic as debris has no direct contact, then no sustainable
force (Fig. 4a and d).

On the other hand, the contact area of plies in the splaying
mode (Fig. 4a–c) is considered negligible. These plies generate very
low bending force. Guillon [21] has made comparison tests be-
tween pure splaying mode and pure fragmentation mode of crush-
ing tests, and proved that the load in pure splaying mode is only 1%
compared to the mean crush load in pure fragmentation mode.

As the mean crushing stress is assumed not to be the same in 0�
and 90� plies, for laminate specimens, contact areas of plies at 0�
and 90� were measured separately in order to be able to determine
the local mean crushing stress for each ply orientation.

Of course, determining the contact length from the images is
not an easy task. During calculation of the contact length on certain
images, it is recommended to view the image before and image
after current images in order to make sure not to miss any impor-
tant information especially regarding the contact length at the
extremity for instance to avoid including the debris into the calcu-
lation. Furthermore, the measurement is done on both side images
(two cameras) to ensure it gives same results, and help for deter-
mining the contact area.

There are some obstacles in measuring the contact length due
to the quality of images, for example debris that hindering the vi-
sion, plies in contact with metallic base that are already broken at
above which do not generate any forces, too much flare in the
images, etc. Thus, the measurement is not possible to do for each
image and the ambiguous images were removed from the calcula-
tion process.

Finally, determination of contact area was made entirely inde-
pendently from the recorded data (force), not to have any bias in
the method (only a few points of calculation were removed after
calculation of mean crushing stress, for which new observations
revealed mistake in the calculation of contact length). The contact
length for each specimen is calculated and plotted in function of
time together with the experiment measured force as example in
Fig. 5. It shows similarities in the curve shapes. In the case of UD,
0� or 90�, there is clearly proportionality (see example for 0�,
Fig. 5a), but in the case of laminate (T-0/90), it is more complex
to see due to the two considered parameters; contact length of
0� and 90� plies (Fig 5b). The ratio between contact length of 0�
and 90� plies is drawn in Fig. 5b below the crushing force and
shows that during a test, the percentage of 0� plies in the calcula-
tion of crushing length can vary from 30% to 90%.



Fig. 4. Contact length definition: (a) T-0/90, (b) C-0, (c) T-0, and (d) T-90.

Fig. 5. Examples of contact length and force curve: (a) laminate C-0, and (b)
laminate T-0/90.

Fig. 6. Range of contact area and global correlation for T700/M21 specimens.
3.2. Least mean square analysis

From the similarity of curve shapes between force and contact
length observed in Fig. 5, model A (Eq. (1)) is proposed to estimate
the mean crushing stress of ply for the case of UD (T-0 and T-90)
and balanced fabrics (C-0) specimens.

F ¼ r0�S0� þ Fsplaying ðor F ¼ r90�S90� þ FsplayingÞ ð1Þ

where F is the force, r0� (r90�) is the mean crushing stress for 0�
(90�) plies, S0� (S90�) is the contact area of 0� (90�) crushing plies
and Fsplaying is the splaying force.

Afterwards, the prediction model B (Eq. (2)) is introduced as an
extension from model A for T-0/90 specimens since it has two
parameters, crushing area of 0� and 90� ply. Therefore, the local



Table 2
Estimation of mean crushing stress of plies inside laminates.

T700/M21
Specimen No. of points for

LMS calculation
r0�

(MPa)
r90�

(MPa)
Standard
deviation (%)

T-0-20�-n1 25 274 – 4
T-0-45�-n1 24 271 – 3
T-90-20�-n1 37 – 259 2
T-90-45�-n1 17 – 253 1
T-90-45�-n2 18 – 257 2
T-0/90-20�-n1 26 288 252 3
T-0/90-45�-n1 24 286 281 5
T-0/90-45�-n2 23 280 275 3
Mean crushing stress

from all points
194 277 270 4

Cytec balanced fabrics
Specimen No. of points

for LMS
calculation

r0�

(MPa)
Standard
deviation
(%)

C-0-5�-n1 23 275 7
C-0-20�-n1 24 270 6
C-0-45�-n1 26 269 6
Mean crushing stress from all

points
73 272 7

Fig. 7. Example of experiment and LMS correlation: (a) T700/M21 laminates, and
(b) Cytec balanced fabrics laminate.
mean crushing stress of 0� and 90� ply inside laminate can be
estimated separately.

F ¼ r0�S0� þ r90�S90� þ Fsplaying ð2Þ

The estimation of mean crushing stress is done by using the
least mean square (LMS) method. In both models, the value of
Fsplaying is neglected for further analysis due to the same reason dis-
cussed in the previous section. All the results of mean crushing
stress for each case are presented in Table 2.

The calculation of the last row for both parts of the table corre-
sponds to the results of mean crushing stress for all tests on each
material. It corresponds to a LMS executed on all points, i.e. 194
data points from laminate and UD specimens of material T700/
M21 and 73 data points from the woven specimens (one data point
refers to one image taken from the tests). On this calculation, the
maximum error between the experimental force and the calculated
force for both cases are 12% and 10% respectively, and the standard
deviation are 4% and 7% respectively.

In fact, for T700/M21 specimens the domain of calculation for
LMS is relatively wide, as there are pure 0�, pure 90�, mixed 0�
and 90� (with different ratio in contact area), and different levels
of crushing area in each case as shown in Fig. 6. All experiment data
are well fitted by an interpolating plane which validates the predic-
tion model B is suitable to be used to estimate the mean crushing
stress of a ply. Furthermore, Fig. 7 shows good correlation between
estimated forces from prediction models determined by LMS and
force from experiment on different specimens for both materials.

4. Discussion

The proposed method works well in determining the mean
crushing stress. From the calculations (LMS) on T700/M21, it
shows that whatever the test used (only UD or laminate), the mean
crushing stress is almost the same in each ply:

r0�ðUD onlyÞ
ð273 MPaÞ

� r0�ðUD0� in 0=90 laminateÞ
ð280 MPaÞ
r90�ðUD onlyÞ
ð259 MPaÞ

� r90�ðUD90� in 0=90laminateÞ
ð269 MPaÞ

where the mean crushing stress values above was taken from sep-
arate LMS correlation on all T-0 specimens, T-90 specimens and T-0/
90 specimens respectively.
Besides that, by combining all data points of UD and laminate
specimens, the final r90� obtained is 272 MPa which is very close
to the value of transverse compressive strength. The explanation
is that in the crushing zone, the main failure mechanism is the
same: shear fracture at 45�, like seen in Fig 8b, which shows the
crushed surface of a 90� ply under SEM after release of the crushing
load. In contrast, the final r0� obtained is 277 MPa, which is far
lower compared to longitudinal compressive strength, 1015 MPa.
This is due to the difference in failure mechanisms where longitu-
dinal compressive strength is induced by kink band [22] inside 0�
plies, whereas r0� is obtained from fragmentation at the extremity
of the plies, where confinement of fibers is lower, and the surface is
irregular, due to the presence of packs of fibers with pre-initiated
inter- and intra-laminar cracks. Fig 8a shows the crushed surface
of a 0� ply, under SEM, after release of the crushing load. The irreg-
ularities of the surface of crushing are obvious on the photography:
packs of fibers and powder-like debris.

Furthermore, even if the models of calculation are different,
depending on the laminate types: model A on UD laminates, model
B on T-0/90 laminate, or model B on all laminates, the calculated
mean crushing stress for 0� and 90� comparatively are always very
close. It means that when a steady fragmentation is obtained dur-
ing crushing in 0� or 90� plies, both plies have the same energy
absorption ability. This result must be qualified by the observa-
tions made during tests. 0� plies crushing tests show the possibility
for a part of the plies to create a steady fragmentation, whereas in
90� tests, most of the time, fragmentation turns to global rupture of
the ply (see big fragment in Fig 4b). In that case, the volume of
material actually involved in energy absorption is then lower.

The same method and steps are used for the analysis of lami-
nates made of Cytec balanced fabric material (C-0). All tests were



Fig. 8. SEM observation of crushed surface: (a) T-0 specimen, and (b) T-90.
done in the warp direction of the fabric. Therefore, the model used
is model A (only one parameter). Only plies or part of plies in frag-
mentation are taken into account for the calculation of contact
area. The result of mean crushing stress for this laminate
(272 MPa) is also close to the results of global mean crushing stress
of T700/M21 plies, even if there is no particular relation between
these two materials. This value is also considerably far below the
compressive strength of warp plies and 877 MPa).

Moreover, from the mean crushing stress obtained in this study
the equivalent SEA, a frequent used parameter to specify the en-
ergy absorption capability can be computed for both materials by:

SEA ¼ Etotal

Mcrush
¼ Fmean � Lcrush

qSLcrush
¼ rmean

q
ð3Þ

where Etotal, Mcrush, Lcrush, q, S are the total energy absorb during
crushing, the mass of the crushed material, the final crushing
length, the density and cross-sectional area, respectively. While,
Fmean is mean crushing load and rmean is mean crushing stress.
Hence, for T700/M21 the calculated SEA for 0� plies is 185 kJ/kg
and 180 kJ/kg for 90� plies. These SEA values are also close to the
calculated SEA of Cytec balanced fabrics which is 183 kJ/kg because
of the small difference in density between these two materials.
However, these SEA values are ideal values, only obtained if lami-
nates are crushed entirely in fragmentation mode which is not
the case in most of tests available in the literature. Thus, these
SEA results are much higher than SEA values (range from 50 to
95 kJ/kg) found in the literature [4,23,24] of other carbon/epoxy
types with different geometry configurations.

The nearest SEA value found in literature is 194 kJ/kg obtained
by Ramakrishna [25], but with a different type of resin: polyethe-
retherketone (PEEK).

5. Conclusions

An investigation to determine the local mean crushing stress of
a ply inside a laminate has been done with a simple methodology
based on images analysis. The qualitative agreement between the
correlation of force/surface analysis by LMS and the experimental
data was demonstrated. It shows that it is possible to calculate a
mean crushing stress for plies being crushed in a fragmentation
mode with the proposed test and calculation method since the cor-
relation is done all along the crushing progression and not at a spe-
cific point of the test.

For 0� and 90� plies, the values calculated in pure 0� (or 90�) or
in 0�/90� laminate are the same, which allows to say that, at least
for beam-like or plate-like structures, the value of the mean crush-
ing stress of a ply is an intrinsic parameter of the material, even if it
does not involve that during crushing, all plies, or even all the
thickness of a ply will crush in a fragmentation mode.

This test and calculation method could then be used as a test
characterization of material for the purpose of crushing simulation.

Furthermore, the values of mean crushing stress for 0�, 90� in
UD T700/M21 and also in the Cytec fabric where found to be very
close, around 270 MPa.

From a numerical point of view, this study demonstrates the
potential to deliver essential data regarding the magnitude of the
mean crushing stress to perform numerical simulations of crushing
at a mesoscopic scale using the mean crushing stress of a material
as an input parameter.
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